The new model was applied to a bi-level image S09 of the JBIG test set in a two-part coding scheme. The transition probabilities of the slice process were estimated from the occurrence counts over all V by D rectangles within the image. The ideal code length without the model cost was measured to be 631,478 bits for V;D;N = 4,3,2 and 571,690 bits for V;D;N = 3,5,4. Coding the model parameters by quantizing each occurence count uniformly to 11 bits precision gave a total code length of 678,854 bits for V;D;N = 4,3,2. This is more than the 584,688 bits for JBIG coding. The results of the new method could be improved by optimizing and using more e cient coding of the model parameters. The formulas are identical to those of the CPH-MM 1 , which b y the additional requirement of rotational symmetry of the states of the underlying process ensures a stationary model description with a well de ned entropy which m a y be bounded given the underlying process. References 1 S. Forchhammer and J. Justesen. Entropy bounds for constrained two-dimensional random elds. IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, 451, Jan. 1999.
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